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GigNet Growth Continues!
Dear Shareholder,
Here's a selection of recent GigNet videos that provide a glimpse into our
growth, leadership, and the impact that we are making from Cancun to Tulum, in
the Mexican Caribbean. Look for more episodes in these series and additional
videos in the near future as we continue to document the GigNet story.

GigNet TV Videos
GigNet People - Episode 1
Get to know the GigNet leadership team
driving the company and our innovative
services forward. This video features Robert
“Bob” McCann, a Member of the Board of
Directors of GigNet, Inc.

GigNet People - Episode 2
In this second episode, we introduce you to
Erick Contag, a Strategic Advisor to GigNet
Inc. Erick is one of the world's leading experts
on under sea cables, and he discusses the
many benefits the GigNet-1 subsea cable will
bring to the Company and the region.

GigNet Advantages - Episode 1
Learn about GigNet's unique service offering
and commitment to customer
satisfactionfrom Mark Carney, Chief Business
Development Officer of GigNet Inc., and
President – GigNet Mexico.

GigNet Advantages - Episode 2
GigNet doesn't just deliver broadband. We
deliver a reliable, high value digital
experience for hotels, their guests and staff. In
this Episode, Mark Carney discusses GigNet’s
overall focus on providing customers with
exceptional value.

GigNet Territory - Episode 1
GigNet's making Internet connection possible
in locations that haven't had broadband
before, such as the Tulum Hotel Zone.
GigNet's Carlos Carranza takes you to
some of his favorite GigNet customer
locations in beautiful Tulum.

GigNet Participates at Skål
International Inaugural Event
Skål International is a global organization that
connects professionals in the tourism industry.
Skål VP- Mexico, Jane Garcia, talks about the
charter of the organization, and GigNet's
participation in their inaugural Golf
Tournament at Playa Mujeres – and the
importance of broadband to the hospitality
sector.

Skål International Mexico
Inaugural Golf Tournament
Tournament participants from the hospitality
and business community discuss why reliable
Internet and always-available connectivity is
critical for travelers.

GigNet Milestone: Tulum Sales
Office Grand Opening
GigNet expands it's service territory through
the Tulum hotel zone and celebrates
the grand opening of its new sales office.

GigNet Supports Education in
Puerto Aventuras
Meet Gabi Kozelj, Owner & General Director
at Colegio Puerta Aventuras, where GigNet
has facilitated learning and growth through
the pandemic by delivering a high-speed,
reliable digital experience.

Introducing Silicon Maya
GigNet is leading a digital transformation in
the Riviera Maya, facilitating economic
development in the region as access to
GigNet’s high speed broadband will enable
new technology companies and
entrepreneurs to thrive in the region.
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